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You want to find out about blockchain? Know a guy (or twenty) who can't quit posting stupid
BitCoin memes to Facebook and bragging on what rich they want one week of also knowing what
it is? After seeing companies that produce iced tea and e-cigarettes and bras change their name

to " will end up being drilled into your mind. You will never forget it. After scanning this book, the
word "blockchain" THIS BOOK IS LITERALLY NOTHING BUT BLOCKCHAIN!Blockchain" I figured I

better hop in and get this to book. I did it for you. You're welcome.
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Delivers exactly as promised And made me laugh to boot. I wish I have been at a bookstore
therefore i could crack the book open before I bought it. This is a book for meme lovers and
Blockchain fanatics .. Delivers just what it promises.. Definitely worth the cup of coffee I skipped
for the purchase price. The disclaimer should had been in the description. forever. DO NOT EVEN
GO THERE - 0 Stars How can I get my $3 dollars back?I can't believe Amazon allows this rip
off.Yes, go on and put BLOCKCHAIN and watch us go crazy.This should had been in the humor
section or joke section rather than business. I've made a decision to provide it to a friend who'll
give it to some other friend, etc.We get his stage but.... That is a book for meme lovers and
Blockchain fanatics.... Blockchain! Blockchain! Blockchain! This book may not assist you to
understand blockchains any better, but given all of the recent hype and cash-grabs around
Bitcoin/Ethereum/Blockchain, it had to happen..
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